1. Introduction and results. Let M be a manifold ; define F(M, k) to be the subspace {<x l5 ..., x k >|x f e M, x t ^ Xj if i # j} of M k . There is a proper right action of S k , the symmetric group on fc-letters, on F(M, fc) given by G -<X 1? . . . , X k > = (X^!),. . . , X^)), Ö-G2 k .
Let B(M, fe) denote the orbit space F(M, fc)/Z k . The object of this paper is to outline the calculation of (q) ) is well known [6] .
To facilitate the statement of our result, we recall that the product An Bin the category of connected Z p -algebras is defined by (A n B) 0 = Z p and {A n B) q = A q x B q for q > 0, with product specified by A q • B r = 0 for q > 0 and r > 0 and the requirement that the projections be morphisms of algebras. 2. Outline of calculations. Since the action of Z fc on F(R n , k) is free, we can apply the spectral sequence for a covering [2] to the covering projection
To calculate E 2 of this spectral sequence, we must explicitly determine the structure of H*F(R n , k) as a E k -module (its additive structure is determined by use of the Serre spectral sequence and the work of Fadell and Neuwirth [3] ). To this end, we first construct certain representative cycles a^-,1 ^j^i^k-1, and then calculate geometrically the E*-action on the resulting classes {a,;}* e if^(F(/T, k); Z p ). Since H * = (H J* here, we dualize and read off the action of Z k on the indecomposable elements a*. A calculation of the algebra structure of H*F(R n , k) in terms of the a* finishes the determination H*F(R n , k) as a Z k -module.
Next, instead of attempting to evaluate £f* directly, where {E r } is the spectral sequence which converges from 
From the fact that B(R n , p) is a pn-dimensional manifold, the vanishing theorem, and Swan's results [8] applied to the p-period of Z p , we deduce most of the nontrivial differentials and almost all of E% *. To complete the additive determination of Ef*, we calculate E\>*, the points in H*(F(R n , p) ; Z p (q)) fixed under the action of Z p . All remaining differentials and the determination of E^ follow directly.
We finish by indicating how the algebra structure and Steenrod operations are calculated in H*(B(R n , p) ; Z p (2q)). Let T denote an automorphism of R n given by reflection through a fixed coordinate. The , p) is 7r 2 -equivariant. The class a of Theorem I is uniquely specified by the conditions Ta = -a and 7r*a # 0. From the fact that t fixes all classes in Im ƒ*, the remaining properties of a follow trivially.
